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Two police officers are about to head home after a long night shift when they receive one last call.

En route to investigate, the patrol car spins off the road, killing one of the exhausted cops and

leaving the other in critical condition. Detective Peter Diamond is assigned to look into the case. His

supervisor is desperately hoping Diamond will not discover the officers were at fault. Instead

Diamond discovers something even worse - a civilian on a motorized tricycle was involved in the

crash and has been lying on the side of the road for hours. Diamond administers CPR, but the

man's fate is unclear.  Diamond becomes suspicious of the civilian victim and begins a private

inquiry that leads to a trail of uninvestigated deaths. As the man lingers on life support, Diamond

must wrestle with the fact that he may have saved the life of a serial killer.
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One of the delightful things for a reader of serial books is to return to old friends and catch up on

their lives and loves since the previous book. Brtish author Peter Lovesey makes that particularly

interesting in his new book, "Another One Goes Tonight", which is the 16 book in his Peter Diamond

series. Diamond is a Detective Superintendent with the Bath CID and returns in this book - along

with his team - to investigate a police car accident that has claimed the life of one of the two men in

the car. The other one was badly injured. A third man - clinging to life - was found a bit away and

Diamond, who finds him, preforms CPR and gets a whiff of life back in the man. A man who had

been riding an electric tricycle. A man, who it turns out, was out in the night looking for hops. Not

beer "hops" but, supposedly, rabbit "hops". Need I tell you that things and people and situations are



a bit "quirky" in a Peter Diamond novel? In fact, everything and everybody is a bit off, except for

Peter Diamond, who's the only non-quirky person in the bunch. (Though he does invent a

cat...)Lovesey's book can be called a police procedural because there are police and they are

procedurally solving a crime. However, what exactly the crime is - possibly a serial killer - is not

firmly established. Diamond wavers on and on about the case which he is charged with solving,

though only he and his team members quite know what the possible crime is. We return to Bath and

since a good novel teaches a bit as well as entertains, we learn a lot about railroads in that part of

England. Most of the possible victims of the possible serial murderer were railroad aficionados and

Lovesey takes us into their little world, as well as the world of 1920's dress designer Mariano

Fortuny.

First sentence: Another one goes tonight.A traffic accident involving two policemen, one fatally

injured, results in Peter Diamond being assigned to investigate his fellow officers to find whether the

policeman were at fault. At the site, Peter finds an elderly man seriously injured and saves his life.

However, the investigation raises more questions than answers and causes Peter to wonder

whether the man whose life he saved is, in fact, a serial killer.Lovesey provides us a wonderful

description of giving someone CPR, not just from a technical standpoint, but the emotional

connection that is created.The information on Railway fanatics, as well as for Courtney dresses,

adds interest to the story, as we watch Diamond build the case, clue by clue, but not always by

himself. He brainstorms with his seconds, Ingeborg and Hallawell; and with his friend, and

sometimes lover, Paloma. Those things add veracity to the story, as well as watching Diamond have

to change his perspective and beliefs in a person's innocence, while Halliwell raises the question as

to whether what they believe has been murdered could, in fact, have been accidents or natural

deathsDiamond does like to play outside the rules just a bit, but one has to admire his

philosophy--"One thing Diamond had learned in life was not to feel sorry for himself. Rage against

the gods by all means, but don't have anything to do with self-pity. It's toxic." It is refreshing to have

a detective admit his case isn't holding up "and you say there are problems with your original

theory?" "Large holes."For those who have not read the previous books about Peter's wife, it is nice

to have a brief summary included.
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